ERGODECK® MAX
Modular Anti-Fatigue To-the-max!
It’s A Game Changer

THE ULTIMATE CHAMPION!
We’ve taken our two leading edge products and
created an unparalleled flooring solution! Gone
are the days of having to choose between comfort and customization. Introducing a modular
tile that takes flexibility, performance and safety
to the max - ErgoDeck® MAX.

We joined together our innovative ErgoDeck®
modular tiles and our proprietary Nitricell®
premium sponge, to create a modular floor tile
system that provides superior rebound for your
Industrial Athletes.

Easy To Install
Large 18” x 18” (46cm x 46cm)
tiles cover large areas quickly.

Flexible PVC Foundation
Provides structural ergonomic
support and impact absorption.

Patented LockSafe®
Interlock System
100% secure prevents tiles
from separating yet zips apart
for reconfiguration.
Nitricell® Premium Sponge Core
Formulated for crush resistance and
unmatched performance. Absorbs
repeated compression and bounces back to
its original form, at a rate that can’t be beat
by any other sponge in the industry.

Universal Ramps
The 6” (15cm) wide safety
ramps work on our entire line of
ErgoDeck® tiles.

ErgoDeck® MAX carries our
Limited-Lifetime Warranty.

Learn more @ Wearwell.com/uk/ErgoDeckMAX

Long Lasting Premium Nitricell® Sponge for Ergonomics

Patented, Durable ErgoDeck® Surface for Traction

Wall-To-Wall ErgoDeck® - All styles of
ErgoDeck® connect together. So go
ahead, mix and match.

Value - Easily replace single tiles
or sections as needed. This keeps
replacement costs down!

True performance comes from within, but it doesn’t hurt to have a tough exterior, too.
Safety, productivity, morale are all important factors
in manufacturing facilities, making ergonomics a high
priority. ErgoDeck® MAX is the newest product
family of the Wearwell ErgoDeck Line. It combines the best
in anti-fatigue with the strength of ergonomic structure to
make the ultimate product for just about any dry area in
your facility!

healthier and more productive employees, even in
multi-shift operations. ErgoDeck® MAX is best suited
for dry environments, including manufacturing,
transportation, automotive or fulfillment, anywhere
workers stand on hard, cold, unforgiving concrete.
Whether it’s assembly lines, CNC workstations or
quality control inspection, ErgoDeck® MAX will
outperform expectations to reduce safety incidents
and absenteeism, resulting in improved morale
and productivity.

Our greatest innovation to date, combining ErgoDeck with
our premium Nitricell® sponge to create ErgoDeck® MAX
offers structural support AND impact absorption for

Designed For

AUTOMOTIVE
MANUFACTURING

AIRLINES

PRODUCT

PART NUMBER

ErgoDeck MAX Diamond-Plate
ErgoDeck MAX Diamond-Plate

GENERAL
MANUFACTURING

ASSEMBLY &
FULLFILLMENT

SIZE

COLOR

UOM

599.78x18x18CH-CS10

18” x 18” (46cm x 46cm)

Charcoal

Case of 10

599.78x18x18BK-CS10

18” x 18” (46cm x 46cm)

Black

Case of 10

6” x 18” (15cm x 45.7cm)

Yellow

Case of 10

MODULAR TILES

RAMPS
ErgoDeck Ramp (YL)

560.78x6x18YL-CS10

ErgoDeck Ramp (BK)

560.78x6x18BK-CS10

6” x 18” (15cm x 45.7cm)

Black

Case of 10

ErgoDeck Outside Corner (YL)

560.78x6x15x15YL-CS4

6” x 15” x 15” (15cm x 38cm x 38cm)

Yellow

Case of 4

ErgoDeck Outside Corner (BK)

560.78x6x15x15BK-CS4 6” x 15” x 15” (15cm x 38cm x 38cm)

Black

Case of 4

SIMPLE GAME-WINNING STRATEGY

Start Here

Call Your
Distributor
Rep or
Wearwell

Provide itemized
solution you can
implement fully or
in steps depending
upon your needs

Listen
To Your
Needs

Visit
Your
Facility
We’ll Get
Together

Survey the Site or
Complete Facility

Area =
Depth x Width

Even the best coaches are faced with challenges. You don’t have to go it alone! Tackle them with one of
our global team experts. Using state of the art tools, they’ll come to your facility, assess your areas of
concern and create a game plan specific to your goals, initiatives and budget.
The Wearwell Site-Survey is Free of Charge
This service is valued at £2,000, but we provide it at no charge with confidence we will earn your business.
Backed by 65 Years of Expertise
You could purchase competitor products, but we are confident you won’t
find any that can compare to the quality and value of a Wearwell product.
We are the industry experts
Your Team, Your Plan
You can prioritize based on your time-line and budget.
Work with Your Current Distributors
With our large network of top notch distributors, purchasing
Wearwell flooring and matting is simple and convenient.

Love ErgoDeck?
Check out our
full product
family brochure!

For more information on Wearwell ErgoDeck® Flooring or additional options, hike on over to our
website @ Wearwell.com/uk
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